
 

 

 

Public offering of up to 310,000 ordinary, dematerialized, registered, freely transferable 
shares of the capital of Smart Organic AD - information on the upcoming subscription 

procedure: 

 

▪ Exchange code of the temporary issue of shares from the offering: SO1 

▪ Submission of orders – Only at the auction which will be held only on 11.11.2021. The 
specific hours of the auction phases are as follows: 

 - Book phase from 9:30 to 11:00 local time and Call phase from 11:00 to 13:59 local time, 
within which it will be possible to place, modify and cancel purchase offers; 

 - Freeze phase and Auction Price Determination Phase - 14:00 local time; 

Important: In order to provide a better opportunity for participation in the bidding by individual 
investors, for the Book phase of the auction described above, namely from 9:30 to 11:00 local time, 
an additional restriction for introduction is added as follows:  

In the time range between 9:30 am and 10:10 am local time, only orders may be entered, the 
quantity of which does not exceed 2000 shares from the offer to an investor. The restriction 
applies to both market and limit orders. If within this time interval orders for quantities over 2000 
shares of the offer enter the trading system, these orders will be deleted and will not participate in 
the price determination phase. If within this time interval an investor has entered more than one 
purchase order, the total quantity of which exceeds 2000 pieces, then the order, which exceeds the 
quantity of 2000 pieces, as well as all subsequent orders of this investor, entered within this time 
interval, will be deleted and will not participate in the pricing phase.  

After 10:10 the auction continues according to its rules without the above-described restriction. 

▪ Manner of Submission of the Orders - directly by an order placed via Karoll Broker 
electronic trading platform or in the offices of Karoll AD Investment Intermediary; 

▪ Final issue price -  all executable orders are fulfilled at a uniform issue price which will be in 
the range from BGN 15.30 to BGN 18.90 per share and will be determined by the issuer as a result 
of the auction; 

▪ Type of orders: 

 - Market order – contains the total number of shares which the investor would like to 
subscribe at the uniform issue price that is to be determined as a result of the conducted auction 
and will be in the range of BGN 15.30 to BGN 18.90 per share;  

 - Limit order – contains the number of shares and a specific share price in BGN in the range 
of BGN 15.30 to BGN 18.90 per share. This limited price represents the highest price that the 
investor is willing to pay for the offered shares. 

▪ Method of determining the final issue price - All executable orders are fulfilled at the single 
uniform price that is determined by the issuer as a result of the conducted auction and will be in 
the range of BGN 15.30 to BGN 18.90 per share. 

▪ During the auction, information on indicative price, executable volume and surplus will not 
be displayed. However, each participant will be able to enter, modify and withdraw their "buy" 
orders through their electronic trading platform, in case they use one; 

▪ The ranking of the limited orders is done on the basis of the price stated in them – the 
higher price has priority over the lower one. The ranking of the market orders is done with priority 
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time of entry of the respective orders. If the price of ranked and fulfilled limit orders is higher than 
the price of the auction, these limit orders will be executed at the lower price that shall be 
determined by the auction; 

▪ In case the whole issue is subscribed only by market orders, they will be executed at the 
maximum price of BGN 18.90 per share, and the ranking of the market orders will be based on the 
time of their submission. 

 
A detailed description of the type of auction is available at the following link: 
https://download.bse-sofia.bg/BSE-Rules/IPO_Auction_description_T7.pdf  

 

▪ Commission: each client’s standard trading commission in accordance with Karoll AD’s Fees 
and Commissions Tariff is applicable; 

▪ Orders for participation in the auction through Karoll AD Investment Intermediary are 
accepted only up to the amount of each client’s available cash held with Karoll AD; 

▪ The acquired shares from the temporary issue will be available for trading a few days after 
the IPO auction. The official listing on the BSE will start after the registration of the capital increase 
in the Trade Register and following an approval of the BSE BoD - approximately 1 month after the 
successful completion of the capital increase procedure. 

▪ Karol AD sends to its clients monthly portfolio reports on the executed transactions and the 
securities & cash balances held by our clients with us. 
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